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Abstrat. In the mid �fties, Charles Ehresmann de�ned Geometry as �the theory of more orless rih strutures, in whih algebrai and topologial strutures are generally intertwined�. In1973 he de�ned it as the theory of di�erentiable ategories, their ations and their prolongations.Here we explain how he progressively formed this oneption, from homogeneous spaes to loallyhomogeneous spaes, to �bre bundles and foliations, to a general notion of loal strutures, andto a new foundation of di�erential geometry based on groupoids of jets and their ations. Thesesuessive generalizations led him to a turning point in the late �fties toward a ategorialframework to whih he devoted the rest of his life.First of all, I would like to thank the organizers of this Conferene for having dediatedit to the memory of Charles. During all his life, my husband thought about Geometryas the foundation of Mathematis. However his idea of Geometry evolved with time, andin the seond part of his work, from the late �fties on, it ame to inlude very abstratnotions in ategory theory. Initially they were suggested by geometrial situations butlater developed in a general setting, as he hoped they would allow for the uni�ation ofseveral domains into a simple and harmonious framework. As he said in an address givenin Lawrene in 1966 [O III, p. 759℄∗:�Mathematis is very akin to Art; a mathematial theory not only must be rigorous,but it must also satisfy our mind in quest of simpliity, of harmony, of beauty... For thePlatonists among the mathematiians, the motivation of their work lies in this searh forthe true struture in a given situation and in the study of suh an abstrat struture foritself... Mathematis is a never �nished reation, whih has not to justify its existeneby the importane and the expanding number of its appliations... It is the key for theunderstanding of the whole Universe�.

∗All referenes are given to �Charles Ehresmann: Oeuvres omplètes et ommentées�(Amiens, 1980�83), denoted by O, in the 4 parts (7 volumes) of whih are reprinted all hispapers, with updating omments. [29℄ © Instytut Matematyzny PAN, 2007



30 A. C. EHRESMANNThis itation reveals Charles' vision of Mathematis and explains why all his life hasbeen devoted to them. He knew how to ommuniate his enthusiasm in long disussionsand (not very formal) letures in whih he always tried to onvey his ideas by drawing�gures, for he thought that geometrial insights are most illuminating. So it might be ofsome interest to point out how his vision of Geometry progressively hanged.What is Geometry for Charles? In the �Notie� Charles wrote for his andidatureto the Paris University in 1955 [O I, p. 471℄, he desribes the genesis of his researhand its development up to this date, whih gives some lues to the turning-point fromGeometry toward ategory theory he began around this time. At the end, he proposes a�large� de�nition of Geometry as �the theory of more or less rih strutures, in whih aregenerally intertwined algebrai and topologial strutures�, obtained by generalizationof elementary geometry seen as the study of a topologial spae (R3) equipped withthe ation of a group of transformations. First the group is replaed by a pseudogroupof transformations whih at only on some sub-spaes of the topologial spae; thesesub-spaes form the open sets of a topologial struture, so that the pseudogroup has anunderlying topologial struture. Whene the notion of a loal struture, whih is stillgeneralized, and enrihed by in�nitesimal notions. It is these suessive generalizations,whih abut to the important notions of ategory theory to whih Charles devoted his lifefrom 1957 to his death in 1979 that give the thread of Charles' works.I have no time here to reall the main results of Charles, even if I restrited myselfto his papers on Geometry taken in its usual meaning; anyway they are well-known andstill easily aessible, for instane in the 7 volumes of his omplete works [O℄. My aim isonly to indiate the development of his ideas up to his �onversion� to ategory theory(that was not always well understood by his olleagues!).Homogeneous and loally homogeneous spaes. Charles beame interested in Ge-ometry under its di�erent aspets during his years at the �Eole Normale Supérieure�,when he read the works of Sophus Lie on the advie of Ernest Vessiot, and followed ElieCartan's letures on Riemannian spaes whih gave him a glimpse on new diretions indi�erential geometry.His Thesis, obtained in 1934 [O I, p. 3℄ was supervised by Elie Cartan for whom hekept a great admiration during all his life. Written during a two years stay in Prineton,it is devoted to the topology of some homogeneous spaes, and it still remains a refereneon Grassmann manifolds. Their homology and Poinaré groups are determined thanksto a powerful and then original method using ellular deompositions, similar to thoseonsidered later on in the theory of CW-omplexes.The same method is also applied to more general manifolds in a paper following histhesis [O 1, P. 55℄ whih in fat formed the seond part of his thesis.His following important paper [O I, p. 87℄ is devoted to Lie loally homogeneous spaes.He was prompted to onsider this notion by the loally Eulidean spaes studied by ElieCartan in �Leçons sur la géométrie des espaes de Riemann� and by ideas presented inVeblen and Whitehead's book �The Foundations of Di�erential Geometry�.



EHRESMANN’S VISION OF GEOMETRY 31The Klein program de�ned a geometry by the data of a group operating on a spae. Tode�ne a loally homogeneous spae, the group is replaed by a loal ontinuous group (orgerm of group), and the spae is obtained by gluing together more elementary spaes onwhih this loal group ats, the gluing respeting the struture. Charles proved that suha Lie loally homogeneous spae whih is ompat and loally onneted is equivalent toa Lie homogeneous spae. In partiular, he studies loally projetive spaes and loallya�ne spaes. This paper is important by its later developments, for it onduted Charlesto a general de�nition of a pseudogroup of transformations and of the assoiated �loalstrutures�, the avenue through whih he later ame to ategory theory, as we'll explainlater on.Fibre bundles and foliations. In the early forties, Charles introdued the notion ofa �bre bundle independently from Steenrod, while the war had broken ommuniationsbetween Frane and the United States. He develops a general theory in a series of Notesfrom 1941 to 1944 [O I, p. 310-321℄, de�ning loally trivial prinipal bundles and theirassoiated �bre bundles.Among the main results, let us note Lifting of Homotopy Theorems and the exatsequene assoiated to a �bration [O I, p. 105℄, generalizing theorems proved in speialases in his former papers.The problem of restriting the strutural group is raised and solved in several in-stanes, for instane, for the tangent bundle on a di�erentiable manifold [O I, p. 133℄; asa by-produt, he proved that, if the Universe of Relativity is ompat, its Euler-Poinaréharateristi must be zero (he was proud that this result [O I, p. 319℄ brought him his�rst invitation to Rio de Janeiro in 1952). Other examples he onsiders are the almostomplex, quaternionian or hermitian manifolds, studied in the theses of P. Libermannand Wu Wen Tsun.To study manifolds equipped with a ompletely integrable �eld of ontat elements[O I, p. 322℄, Charles introdued the theory of a foliated manifold [O I, p. 155℄, whih wasdeveloped by Reeb whose thesis is a referene in this domain. Later on, Charles de�nedmore general foliations and adapted the notion of holonomy and the stability theoremsto loally simple foliations [O I, p. 370℄. These results are re�ned in a substantial paperwritten in 1961 [O II, p. 563℄, unfortunately ignored by most speialists.Pseudogroups of transformations and loal strutures. Lie loally homogeneousspaes, topologial manifolds, di�erentiable or analyti manifolds, but also �bre bundlesand foliated manifolds, are strutures onstruted by gluing together more elementarystrutures of the same spei� type in a well-de�ned sense. In his quest for simpliity andharmony, Charles has searhed for a unifying theory.At this end, making more preise ideas of Veblen-Whitehead, he gives the de�nitionof a pseudogroup of transformations and of the assoiated strutures. This notion is �rstde�ned in his 1947 paper on �bre bundles [O I, p. 133℄, and is generalized in followingpapers. For instane a �bre bundle beomes a struture assoiated to an appropriatepseudogroup of transformations on the produt of its basis by the �bre.



32 A. C. EHRESMANNRoughly a pseudogroup of transformations G on a set E is formed by a set of 1-1mappings between sub-sets of E losed under inversion, omposition, and suh that gbelongs to G if it glues elements of G. Then the domains of the transformations in Ggenerate a topology on E. A struture assoiated to G on a set V is obtained by gluingtogether the images of harts of a omplete atlas ompatible with G (meaning that thehange of harts pertains to G).In partiular given a group of automorphisms of a topologial spae E, their restri-tions to the open sub-spaes form a pseudogroup of transformations on E, and the asso-iated strutures are the strutures loally equivalent to E (equipped with the struturede�ned by G).In 1952, Charles proposes a more general theory of �loal strutures� in the frameof Bourbaki's speies of strutures [O I, 352, 411℄. The loal automorphisms of suh aloal struture S form a pseudogroup of transformations. Conversely any pseudogroup oftransformations G gives rise to loal strutures, namely the strutures assoiated to it,whih are de�ned by omplete atlases having their hanges of harts in G.Foundations of Di�erential Geometry. Bundle theory has important appliations inDi�erential Geometry. In partiular, the di�erentiable bundles are an appropriate settingfor the study of in�nitesimal onnetions, as it is shown in [O I, p. 179, 233℄.But Charles was unsatis�ed with notations on di�erentials, and this prompted himto introdue a oordinate-free representation, namely the in�nitesimal jets. He de�nedbundles of jets, in the holonomi, semi-holonomi and non-holonomi ases [O I, p. 343�369℄ whih led him to give a modern foundation to Di�erential Geometry (now folklore).In partiular he developed a beautiful theory of prolongations of di�erentiable manifoldsin the 3 ases, holonomi and semi-holonomi jets (not yet fully exploited) simplify severalproblems involving di�erential systems (to be ompared with sprays).In�nitesimal strutures (whih generalize geometrial objets) and their ovariants,
G-strutures and their assoiated pseudogroups are introdued, and he raises the loalequivalene problem for G-strutures, studied in the thesis of P. Libermann.Let us note that the oordinate-free handling of di�erential geometry initiated byCharles has been fundamental in the more reent development of Syntheti Di�erentialGeometry in the ategorial frame of topos theory. For instane Kok reognizes it hasstrongly in�uened him.The �rst step toward ategories: the groupoids. In his notes on Di�erential Ge-ometry of the early �fties, Charles makes an extensive use of the notion of a groupoid (inthe sense introdued by Brandt in 1926); as suh a groupoid an be de�ned as a ategoryin whih every morphism is invertible, it is his �rst step toward ategory theory (thoughhe did not realize it at this time).In fat he had already used the term groupoid in his 1950 paper on onnetions [O I,p. 179℄, where he says that the isomorphisms from �ber to �bre of a �bre bundle form agroupoid HH−1. In 1952 [O I, 355℄, he de�nes the ations of this prinipal groupoid onthe bundle and uses it, for instane to de�ne ovariant maps.



EHRESMANN’S VISION OF GEOMETRY 33Groupoids of in�nitesimal jets, with their di�erentiable struture, as well as theiroperations on manifolds, beome an essential tool for the study of prolongations of man-ifolds and of �bre bundles. In his view at this time, Di�erential Geometry onsists in thestudy of the spaes on whih groupoids of jets at and of their prolongations.Though he also desribes the general omposition law on jets and indiates its prop-erties, that amounts to de�ne the ategory of jets, he does not use the term (he told methat the link with ategories was later pointed to him by Constantino de Barros).In fat, the turning point ame in the late �fties, when Charles wrote 2 importantpapers whih initiate his work in ategory theory and from whih many of his papers ofthe following ten years are more or less diretly issued. They provide a unifying settingin the ategory framework to improve and generalize his former results in several ways.Speies of loal strutures. In 1951 [O 1, p. 153℄, Charles had already mentionedthat a pseudogroup of transformations is a partiular groupoid, and that only the opensets of the assoiated topology are used, not the points, whene the idea of replaing thepseudogroup of transformations by a groupoid and the topology by a paratopology (i.e.,a omplete distributive lattie). Let us remark that �topologies without points� have latergained a great importane, sine paratopologies are extensively used, under the name ofloales, in onnetion with Topos theory.This idea is formalized in the 1957 seminal paper �Gattungen von lokalen Strukturen�[O II, p. 126℄, the �rst one written in a ategorial framework.The pseudogroup of transformations is replaed by a loal groupoid and even, moregenerally, by a loal ategory, that is a ategory equipped with a �loal� order ompatiblewith its struture (in modern term it is a ategory internal to a ategory of loales).He desribes how suh a loal ategory an at on a spae, determining a speiesof loal strutures on it. This speies is omplete if it satis�es a gluing property (sheafaxiom).The main result of the paper is the Complete Enlargement Theorem (or AssoiatedSheaf Theorem) whih onstruts the omplete speies of loal strutures assoiated toa given speies, by a proess generalizing the gluing proess used to onstrut the loalstrutures assoiated to a pseudogroup of transformations. Various appliations are given.Loally trivial groupoids and assoiated bundles. The following paper in 1959 [OI, p. 237℄ transposes the theory of �bre bundles in the ategorial setting.In former papers [O I, 355, 367℄, Charles had noted that the groupoid HH−1 ofisomorphisms between �bres of a �bre bundle has a di�erentiable struture ompatiblewith its omposition, and that it ats on the assoiated bundles. And he had de�ned itsprolongations, used for example to de�ne higher order onnetion elements [O I, p. 233℄.Now he haraterizes the properties of suh a prinipal groupoid.First he de�nes the notions of a topologial or di�erentiable ategory and of its ations,whih he proposes to onsider as de�ning generalized �bre spaes.To reover the prinipal groupoids, a topologial groupoid must be loally trivial ; itmeans that eah unit x has an open neighbourhood on whih there exists a loal setion
s of the odomain map suh that dom ◦s is the onstant map on x.



34 A. C. EHRESMANNCharles proves that the theory of loally trivial groupoids is equivalent to that ofprinipal bundles, and that the spaes on whih suh a groupoid K ats orrespond tothe assoiated �bre bundles.In a 1959 paper [O I, p. 421℄, he generalizes to di�erentiable groupoids the theo-rem he had proved in a Note in 1958 [O I, p. 374℄, namely that the largest group oftransformations inluded in a Lie pseudogroup of �nite type is a Lie group.Conlusion. In the sixties, Charles wrote only 4 brief papers on Di�erential Geometry,all in the ategorial frame, in whih he developed a theory of prolongations of di�eren-tiable ategories and of their ations (generalizing that of manifolds and bundles). His lastviews on Di�erential Geometry are summarized in the abstrat [O I, p. 271℄ of the leturehe gave during a Conferene on ategories we organized in Amiens in 1973: it is the studyof di�erentiable ategories, of their ations on manifolds and of their prolongations.The topologial and di�erentiable ategories led Charles in 1963 to the general notionof internal ategories in a ategory, and of internal ations, and in 1968 to the theoryof skethed strutures and of ompletions of ategories and funtors. In all these moreabstrat works (reprinted in Parts II and IV of his �Oeuvres�), the initial motivation wasoften of a geometri nature, even if it is not always apparent in the paper.Thus the geometri part of Charles' work has been fundamental, not only for theimportant results he obtained in it, partiularly the study of �bre bundles and foliatedspaes and the foundations of di�erential geometry on jets, but also beause it gave asupport for the more general notions he developed in ategory theory and for their manyappliations both in Physis, in Computer Siene, and, more reently, in Systemisand Biology. To over all these aspets, the B�dlewo geometrially entred onferenewas followed in Otober by the international onferene �Charles Ehresmann : 100 ans�organized in Amiens, whih onentrated more partiularly on Category Theory andmultidisiplinary appliations.


